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We are writing in response to the Agency's letter LET-C-A-137-2012 of September 6,
2012, ordering Air Canada to respond to the questions posed by Mr. Lukacs in his
correspondence dated August 31, 2012.
On September 12, 2012, Air Canada requested that Lhe Agency grant an extension to
allow Air Canada additional time to reply to Mr. Lukacs· questions. This request was
essential given that Air Canada needed to internally verify what information was
available and to determine how to provide complete responses to Mr. Lukacs' question.
Since that time, however, Air Canada has concluded that most of the information
requested by Mr. Lukacs is not currently available as it would require the creation of
specific data sets and/or is not relevant lo the present proceedings. As such, Air Canada
makes the following submissions in response to Mr. Lukacs' correspondence of August
31, 2012.

1-

Responses to Mr. Lukacs' Questions 1, 2, 3 and 5 on Air Canada's denied
boarding compensation amounts for domestic travel.
1.

Air Canada objects to Questions 1, 2, 3 and 5 on the ground of relevancy.

Section 19 of t he Canadian Tramporlalion Agency General Rules sets out lhat a party to
a proceeding may direct questions to the other party if the reasons for them and their
relevance to the proceedings is suppo11cd, and section 20 allows the other party to the
proceeding to not provide a response to said questions if it sets out why said questions are
not relevant to the proceedings.
As such, Air Canada submits that the information sought by Mr. Lukacs under Questions
l , 2, 3 and 5 docs not constitute relevant information for the reasons hereinafter set out.
On January 24, 2012, pleadi11gs were closed in the present matter. On July 19, 2012, the
Agency requested in LET-C-A-105-2012 that Air Canada respo nd to certain questions.
three of which concerned Air Canada Domestic Tariff Rule 245(E)( I )(B) and seven of
which pertained to Air Canada·s Domestic Tariff Rule 245(E)(2). Air Canada was
requested to answer the following questions with respect to its denied boarding
compensation amounts for passengers travelling on domestic flights. as set out in Air
Canada's Domestic Tariff Rule 245(E)(2):
I.

What methodology did Air Canada apply to determine the level and form of
denied boarding compensation for travel within Canada?

2.
3.

Whal was the rationaJe in determining that these amounts were reasonable?
What was the rationale in detem1ining that compensation b) travel voucher is
reasonable?

4.

ln what years were these amounts established?

5.

Were these amounts ever updated lo reflect inflation or compensation levels
provided by competitor airlines?

6.

For the most recent two-year period for which data are available, how many
passengers were denied boarding (a) voluntarily and (b) involuntarily?

7.

What was the total amount of denied boarding compensation tendered by Air
Canada for that two-year period for each of (a) voluntary and (b) involuntary
denied boarding?

On August 15, 2012, Air Canada responded to the Agency's questions. It is our
understanding that, in Mr. Lukacs' correspondence of August 31, 2012, he takes
particular issue with Air Canada's responses to questions numbers I and 2 posed by the
Agency on July 19, 2012 regarding on what basis Air Canada determined domestic
denied boarding amow1ts.
Air Canada submits tha t it already completely and adequately addressed these questions
posed by the Agency. Indeed, Air Canada fully responded to the Agency's request with
respect to how domestic denied boarding amounts

are

currently determined:
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a.

The benchmark to the average Air Canada domestic economy cabin fare, the
amow1t of which remains fairly stable and within the range of the
compensation offered. ln this case, the domestic economy average fares
provided by Air Canada in the submissions of August 15, 20 l 2 were
calculated by dividing the an1ow1t of revenue from domestic economy travel
by the munber of revenue passengers on board domestic Ai1· Canada flights.
This represents the arithmetic mean of the total amoWlt of fares purchased by
revenue passengers. These figures were not unverifiable, but, rather, were
suppo11ed by a declaration from Air Canada's manager of premium revenues,
who actively participates in the establishment of commercial policies for Air
Canada operations.

b.

The benchmark against other Canadian airlines denied boarding policies and
compensation amounts.

Air Canada objects to the qualification by Mr. Lukacs that it is misleading to rely on a
single statistical quantity without disclosing the full dataset. The reality of the industry is
such that, due to the sheer volume of passengers travelling on Air Canada, as shown in
Annex E of Air Canada's submissions of August 15, 2012, the average fare is calculated
by taking the total amount of revenue from domestic economy travel and dividing it by
the number of revenue passengers.
It is based on this information that Air Canada takes its commercial decisions regarding
the amoWlt of domestic denied boarding amounts. Air Canada bas not presented
misleading information, but rather has been opened regarding how these amounts are
determined, without placing more or less weight on certain fare types. How these
amounts are determined is a commercial decision based on the info1mation provided by
Air Canada in its submissions of August 15, 2012.
Further, in the calculation of average domestic economy fares, Air Canada included full
economy fares (i.e. the highest priced economy fares) even though passengers paying full
economy fares are not likely subject to denied boarding according lo Lbe denied boarding
priorities set out in Domestic Tariff Rule 245(C)(2)(B). As such, Air Canada submits
that, in order to ensure that the compensation offered is equal or higher to the actual fare
paid for the majority of passengers being denied boarding, it based its decision using an
average economy domestic fare which is higher than what it would be if only the
domestic economy fares of passengers who are likely to be denied boarding had been
considered.
Mr. Lukacs is going beyond the scope of the questions posed by the Agency and of the
proceedings themselves in requesting this information. [n particular. because ( l) Air
Canada already provided full and complete response to the Agency on how Lhe denied
boarding amounts for domestic travel are determine, and (2) the compilation of data
requested by Mr. Lukacs regarding the fares paid by passengers over the years 2004 to
20 l 2, as well as the standard and average deviation of Air Canada's fares over the past
years is irrelevant for the determination of how Air Canada establishes denied boarding
compensation amounts, which has already been established in Air Canada's submissions
of August 15, 2012.
3

2.

Air Canada objects to Questions t, 2, 3 and S on the ground that Mr. Lukacs
is seeking information that wouJd require Air Canada to create evidence and
organize data in a particular m.anncr.

First, Mr. Lukacs' requests access to obtain all of Air Canada's datasets for its domestic
economy cabin fares for each of the years 2004-2012 that were used for the calculation is
not only a request for extremely commercially sensitive information (for which Air
Canada reserves ils right to present arguments should the Agency order the disclosure of
such information), but also constitutes a fishing expedition by Mr. Lukacs in search of
information that goes beyond the scope of the questions posed by the Agency on how Air
Canada determines its denied boarding compensation amounts. Air Canada adequately
answered the Agency in explaining how domestic denied boarding amounts were
calculated. However, Mr. Lukacs is going beyond the questions posed by the Agency in
seeking full disclosure of all Air Canada datasets for its domestic cabin fares in order to
determine how data is distributed and construct further arguments based on Air Canada's
fare structure. The purpose of such a request clearly constitutes a fishing expedition,

which is prohibited by law1•

In any event, Air Canada specifies that the average domestic economy fare was
calculated by dividing the total amount of revenue from domestic economy travel by the
number of revenue passengers on board domestic Air Canada flights for the concerned
years. In addition, the consolidation of aJI passengers' fares between 2004 and 2012
would require that Air Canada compile the data in order for it to be transmitted to the
Agency. Air Canada currently does not have a compilation of the specific data requested
by Mr. Lukacs as there has historically never been a need for this format by Air Canada.
Consequently, Air Canada would need to create a specific query in order to obtain said
information from its extensive databases.
Second, the calculations Mr. Lukacs is asking Air Canada to carry out involves, notably,
determining the amount paid by each passenger and comparing it to the arithmetic mean
of the fares paid over a certain period of time. This involves specific calculations and the
creation of a data compilation that currently does not exist, as set out in the previous
paragraph. Even if Air Canada were to have such a compilation, Mr. Lukacs cannot
require Air Canada to calculate such standard deviations and average deviations.
It is a well-established legal principle that, in order to require the production of a
2
document (or infom1ation). said docwnent (or information) must exist • Notably, in
Mutuelle du Canada. Compagnie d'Assurance sur la vie v. Compagnie d'assurance-vie
Manufacturers l 1987) R.D.J. 192, the Quebec Court of Appeal agreed with the judge of
first instance who had rejected la Mutue/le's request to obtain a complete list of
particular data (in this case, the compilation of all the respondent's insurance policies that
were emitted at the request of employees who had previously worked for La Mutue/le).
1 See notably R. v. I 353837 Ontario Inc
[20051 O.J. No. 656; and Blaikie
mohilieres du Quebec. [ 1990] J.Q. no 457 (Quebec Court of Appeal).
..

v.

Commission des valeurs

2 See notably Gu=ha v. Eclipse Colour and lmuging Corp. [2004) 0.J. No. 5686: and Industries G.D.S inc

v. Carhotech me., J.I::.. 2005-1340 (Quebec Court of Appeal); sec also R.G. v. Commission administrative
des regimes de relrailc Cl d'assurances, 2001 QCCAI 197, where the Quebec Access 10 lnfonnation

Commission rejected a request lo have the defendant produce a document that did not exist and that would
require said defendant to create and compile data in order to create such a document.
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The judge rejected the request and concluded that his discretion to order the transmission
of such information ·'should be exercised with discretion particularly inasmuch as it is
(sic) imposes a serious inconvenience upon citizens corporate or otherwise''. As the
respondents were not in possession of the requested Iist, even if they had all the data that
would allow them to compute such a list, la Jvfutuelle's request was rejected.
As such. Air Canada submits that the Agency should find that the infonnation requested
by Mr. Lukacs in his letter of August 31, 2012 is irrelevant to the present proceedings
and/or constitutes information that Air Canada is not required to transmit as it would
involve the creation of specific database compilations and calculations. Air Canada has
filed the attached declaration in support of the above submissions.
II-

Responses to Mr. Lukacs' Question 4 on Air Canada's denied boarding
compensation amounts for domestic travel.

Air Canada objects to this question on the ground of relevancy. As previously indicated,
this question is drafted in order to address Air Canada's answers to the questions posed
by the Agency in their letter LET-C-A-105-2012 regarding how domestic denied
boarding amounts are established. For the reasons set out above, including the fact that
Air Canada has fully and completely responded to the Agency's questions. Air Canada
considers that Mr. Lukacs is requesting infonnation that is beyond the scope of the
present proceedings.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the spirit of cooperation, and as this information is
readily accessible to Air Canada, please note that the average economy cabin domestic
fares, which was referenced by Air Canada in the submissions of August 15, 2012. was
inclusive of all air transportation charges (Air Canada imposed surcharges), as defined by
the Agency in the proposed Regulations amending the Air Transportation Regulations
and the Canadian Transportation Agency Designated Provisions Regulations (available

at

http:// www.ga zcttc.gc.ca/rp-pr/p l /2012/2012-06-30/html/reg1-eng.html).

The

only

items of the total price that were not included are third pru1y imposed fees.
Ill-

Response to Mr. Lukacs' Questions 6 to 10 on Air Canada's downgauges.

Questions 6 through I 0 pertain to the information contained in Annex C of Air Canada's
submissions of August 15, 2012. Currently, the concerned aircraft that form part of Air
Canada's mainline fleet have the following seating capacity:
AJ19 version I : 14J/106Y
A3 I 9 version 2: 132Y
A320 : J 4J/l 32Y
E75: 9J/64Y
E90: 9J/84Y
Air Canada's specialized charter program, named Air Canada Jetz. operates both A319
and A320 in a reduced capacity as they both only have 58 economy class seats available.
Where Jetz aircraft are not performing Jetz operations, Air Canada's System Operations
Control (SOC) may use the aircraft to substitute mainline aircraft in order to recover from
irregular operations. Due to this reduced seating capacity. where Jetz J\319 and A320
5

replace Air Canada's mainline A3 l 9, A320, E75 and E90, it is considered

as

a

downgauge.
IV-

Conclusion

Finally, Air Canada requests that the Agency reject the additional arguments submitted
by Mr. Lukacs regarding whether it is reasonable to oversell, and any assumptjons made
about the change fees and the nwnber of fares sold that are non-refundable and/or
refundable (p.8). These issues raise new arguments to which Air Canada should be
entitled to respond, if accepted by the Agency. Mr. Lukacs cannot, at this stage, enter
new arguments into the proceedings, which have been closed since January 24, 2012.
Additional arguments extend the pleadings and are procedurally unfair. Air Canada
should be given the opportunity to respond should the Agency accept such additional
arguments.
We trust that the /\gency can adequately dispose of the present file based on the
information that is currently on record. I Iowever, should the /\gency require the
production of information requested under questions 1, 2, 3 and 5, Air Canada reserves
its right to make future submissions on the basis of confidentiality.
Re

2;:
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Fox

ounsel, Litigation

& Regulatory Law

cc. Mr. Gabor Lukacs

Attachement
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AIR CANADA
IN Tl IF MATrER OF/\ COMPLAINT FROM GABOR LUKACS AGAINS'I AIR CANAOA
CA \IADIAN TRANSPORJ\TION 1\GENCY rll J:: NO. M41 �0-1/11-0667�
I. GORDON NG. declare as fnllows:

l.

I am the manager premium revenues for Air Canada.

.,

I am also a part of the revenue managemem operations team and, therefore, participate in the
establishment of commercial policies for Air Canada operations.

J.

4.

In this capacity. 1 provided a signed declaration on in support of Air Canaua·s submissions 10

the Agcnc) <lated August 15th, 2012.

I will. in the present declaration, further explain how the average domestic economy cabin
fare is calculntcd:
a) The average domestic economy cabin fares provided in my previous declaration filed in
suppo11 of Air Canada's in the submissions of August 15. 2012. were calculated by
Ji\·iding the amount of revenue from domestic economy travel by the number of revenue
passengers on board domcsLic Air Canada nights.

b) All economy fare type- were accounted for in the determination or th� average domestic
economy cahin fore. without more or less weight being plact!d on certain fare types.
including lull economy cabin fares, which are the highest priced economy lures.
c)

To m} 1-.nO\.\lctlgc. the average economy cabin domestic fares. '"hich wen� providcJ in
my pre\ious declaration in support of Air Canada's submissions of August 15. 2012.
include 1'\ir Canada imposed surcharges.

5.

/\ir Canada's commercial decision regarding the amount of domestic denied boarding
compensation is ba-;cd. notably. on the average fares calculated per paragrJph 4(a) of the
present declaration.

6.

The consolidation of all passengers' fares between 2004 and '.:!O 12 would require that /\ir
Canada compile specific data. Air Canada currently does not have a compilation of the
specific data requested by Mr. Lukacs as there has historically never been a need for this
fonnat by Air Canada. Consequently. Air Canada would need to create a specific query in
order to obtain said information from its extensive databases.

7.

In addition. Air Canada currently does not have the standard and average dcvi1uion amounts
for its domt!slic economy rares. In order to obtain such infornrntion. this would require
specific calculations bascd on a data set lhat has yet to be compiled. as cxplaim.•d in
paragraph 6 of the present declaration.

l\11d I have signed on this I th day of September. 2012

).<-£
Gordon Ng

(

